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PLANNING FOR THE CITY THAT 
IS, WHILE REMEMBERING THE 
CITY THAT WAS:  BRIDGEPORT'S 
LITTLE LIBERIA IN THE 21ST 
CENTURY 

A talk by Jamila Moore Pewu Ph.D., CSU Fullerton 
In 1841 W.P. Johnson wrote, "Bridgeport is a handsome place, and the people know how to entertain 

strangers. I think the [Colored Temperance] Convention next year ought to be held there again, as I do not 

think that it was generally known." Indeed, the story of how blacks and Native Americans from Connecticut, 

Virginia, Maryland, New York and the West Indies transformed an isolated, and undesirable part of town into 

a thriving "peri-urban multiethnic enclave," in the early nineteenth century is generally not known to many. 

The lack of historical data on this free community of color has rendered its legacies of freedom, 

entrepreneurship, and cultural innovation invisible to our present landscape, and Bridgeport’s South End is 

mired in legacies of postindustrial decline.  However, by conjuring Little Liberia’s epic relationship between 

architecture and freedom, we can (re)create a historically sustainable community that exercises the past in 

the service of the future. This talk documents ongoing efforts by various stakeholders, to literally build upon 

the architectural footprint of Little Liberia to help envision a new future for the city’s South End.  In addition, 

it will discuss how a grounded theory of spatial reappropriation along with a community centered research 

praxis, creates an alternative blueprint for how planners, historians, residents and architects negotiate 

heritage, city planning and development in the twenty-first century.  Finally, it endorses the idea that  when it 

comes to redevelopment, black lives, past, present and future should matter, and thus poses the question, 

how can we plan for the city that is, while remembering the city that was? 

 

 

 

Dr. Jamila Moore Pewu's work 

encompasses the diverse fields of 

Black Atlantic studies, architectural 

history/theory, African and African 

American history, and cultural 

geography. As assistant professor of 

digital humanities and new media in 

history at California State University, 

Fullerton, her work focuses on 

increasing public access to vital 

historical data, and creating 

opportunities for collaboration 

between scholars, as well as between 

scholarship and the communities 

represented therein. Her recent work 

includes a geographically multi-sited 

digital map featuring communities in 

the United States, West Africa, and 

Mexico that share the place name, 

Liberia. Dr. Moore Pewu is also head 

curator for a multi-media exhibit that 

is under construction in Bridgeport, CT 

entitled Restoration and Reunion. 
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